This essay reflects on how lightness is invoked and engaged within theatre and performance. The essay reviews how selected theatre practitioners extol or deprecate the conditions of lightness, and how these attributes are used both metaphorically and practically by performance makers to engender the qualities they are seeking in their practice.
does not mean that I consider the virtues of weight any less compelling, but simply that I have more to say about lightness. ' 1 In dance, lightness and weight have common currency in the languages and aspirations of bodies, movement, aesthetics and choreography. "Let your weight fall into the floor" was a customary, but always slightly perplexing invitation within the range of contemporary dance and movement classes I took in the 1980's and 90's. Whilst this instruction was code for relaxing one's musculature it was also a summons to discover a lightness of movement and action, possible now that your weight had fallen into and somewhere beneath the dance floor, or seeped osmotically through the practice mat. Rudolf Laban writes of dance challenging inertia, 'it brings about liberation … in that man has crossed the threshold at which inertia is overcome by the desire for freedom and lightness'. 
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business of engaging with the world and being human. Thus, by implication, Bausch's work articulates a weighty -and possibly severe -encounter with human relations and emotions: what moves us. Almost, it would seem, the suggestion that preoccupation with content = weight, whilst formally driven work is destined to be 'light'.
Of course such an analysis is contestable and I note these remarks not because they clinch an argument (about Bausch in relation to American modern dance), but since they sign a small illustration of the complexity of these terms and the conditions and aspirations about which they speak.
Clearly, from the examples identified above, lightness and weight are slippery qualities, forever ideologically and ethically loaded. For Laban lightness is partner to freedom, whilst the perspectives cited by Daley seem to dismiss lightness as frivolity, triviality and an inability to engage seriously with the world and its weight.
Through examining how lightness (and often by inference, weight) is extolled, identified and claimed by a number of contemporary theatre practitioners and pedagogues this essay endeavors to investigate how lightness has become both a condition sought in the relations of practice, and a consequence of their enactment. I
shall write about lightness in action and movement, but also as a generative disposition towards making, composition and dramaturgy. Moreover, I will note that in theatre and 5 other art forms lightness seems to announce an approach to material and to content which is at once distinct and elusive. I shall also speculate as to why lightness speaks to a certain temper of the times and to the conditions of cultural invention which have given rise to its embrace in the work of selected theatre artists.
Framing and thinking lightness beyond theatre However, Sebald's fictions in both their construction, and through the tone of their voice, propose further angles on lightness which offer associations with the dramaturgies and creative relations of contemporary theatre and performance. I would argue that we may find lightness in Sebald's fictions partly through the way he engages his subject matter and partly though the conventions of digression which he employs to propel his narratives. No-one even slightly acquainted with Sebald's writing would ever consider him "light" in the sense of being superficial or inconsequential, and given the author and his narrators' inclination to a melancholy seriousness, lightness seems a perverse term with which to signal the grain and register of his writing. Nonetheless, there is lightness in the form of attention which Sebald gives to his subject, a quality of touch and texture, an embodied event as well as a metaphysical one.
And this quality is in union with circling, arriving from the oblique and to the rhythms of the drift. A disposition to be around rather than in or on the subject matter. Habitually, Sebald would find no obligation to explain or justify this strategy, but occasionally he articulated his position without ambiguity:
To write about the concentration camps is practically impossible. So you need to convince the reader that this is something on your mind but that you do not necessarily roll out … on every other page. I think it is sufficient to remind people, because we've all seen images, but these images militate against our capacity for discursive thinking, for reflecting upon these things. And also paralyze as it were, our moral capacity. So the only way in which one can approach these things, in my view, is obliquely, tangentially, by reference rather than by direct confrontation.
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Here, an echo of Calvino finding the Medusa-like weight of the world and its events turning his imagination to stone. His 'solution' is drawn from Perseus' indirect vision as he severs Medusa's head. For Calvino, and by implication for Sebald and the contemporary performance makers considered below, this myth must be a metaphor for the artist's relationship to the world, 'a lesson', as we have already seen, ' … to follow when writing'. 26 Approaching such matters from the oblique does not remove the weight of responsibility from the artist but lightens the task by re-directing it, by way of offering multiple angles of incidence into -or rather around -the subject matter. Here, arriving from the oblique is a writing and compositional strategy in response to excessive exposure, to a surfeit of information, and to that sensory overload which dulls and de-sensitizes our ethical and political antennae. Tillmans' practice, notwithstanding a strong political inflection, there is a lack of didacticism, an invitation to openness, to 'glimpses and glances rather than the long stare'. 27 So, for Kirkup, the condition of lightness resides relationally between the object 27 Author in conversation with artist and filmmaker, Wendy Kirkup, Glasgow, August 2011.
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In the dissident performance practice of rebel clowning the oppressive and imposing weight of the policeman's riot shield and the threatening anonymity of his dark helmet are met with the tickle of a soft pink feather, perhaps, or a cheeky kiss, a silly song in a highpitched voice, or an invitation to join in with a child's playground game. Like a group of mischievous school kids getting one up on the teacher, the strategic lightness of the rebel clowns wrong-foots the authority of the police, rejecting the very terms on which it is predicated, and exposing it momentarily as absurd. And of course, in chase, the cumbersome police van is easily outfoxed by a gaggle of rebel clowns giddily weaving through the city on bicycles.
Kieran Hurley, PhD student, Theatre Studies, University of Glasgow.
and its surrounding context, in its association with other objects or images, with the space itself. This approach resonates clearly with both the compositional strategies of many contemporary makers of devised performance (see below) and takes us back to the way in which Sebald engages with material in his 'fictions'. He speaks of the productive delights in circling a subject or theme rather than approaching it directly, and admits that even his own doctoral research was undertaken in a 'random haphazard manner'.
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And this haphazard mapping for Sebald was not some callow response to the difficulties of writing:
And the more I got on the more I felt that, really, one can find something only in that way, i.e., in the same way in which, say, 16 been ascribed to these arts practices. This ascription interests me because of the evident parallels which exist between art beyond theatre/performance and certain modalities of relation, composition and dramaturgy within it.
Lightness in action
The relationship between play and lightness in the pedagogies of Jacques Lecoq, In conversation in 1986, Brook described the quality he most admired in one of his actors, Maurice Bénichou, in terms of 'lightness'. This quality can be understood through Paul Valéry's suggestion that 'one should be light as a bird, not light as a feather'. In other words, one must recognise and bear the substantive weight of what it is one enacts, its gravity; one must remain present, engaged and embodied in the doing that takes us into the world -but with a lightness of touch that is buoyant and playful, that enables one not to be encumbered, or consumed, but to take off, to move on, to be 'free'. 
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The school will change you totally. It is instructive to compare Lecoq's teaching of the neutral mask, and the assumptions which lay behind it, with Grotowski's drive to eliminate, or the emptying of Butoh and Body Weather. To an extent Lecoq uses similar metaphorical language to, say, Grotowski and Barba in relation to the quest for neutrality, a tabula rasa or preexpressivity. At times, Lecoq seems to position himself firmly within a Modernist and almost primitivist framework which seeks to (re)discover a pre-cultural 'innocence' in his students through the neutral mask and its exercises… an innocence which is corporeal, social, cognitive, psychological and emotional. However, for all its significance to his pedagogy -'the central point of my teaching method' 46 -once we place this neutral mask work within Lecoq's overall project and the philosophy that drove it, I am convinced we find a different inflection, or indeed purpose, which proposes a vision for the actor's toil unlike that imagined by a Barba, a Grotowski or through the disciplining strictures of Butoh or Body Weather.
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On 22 nd April 1959, elevated wastrels ordained that school masters should no longer teach how to write with broad and thin strokes of the pen, as they had always done before in France. The ministerial edict announced joyfully that this was out of date. From then on pupils would use ball point pens … The merits of this are touching indeed. Do listen. The broadness of the stroke of an ascending ball-point pen is exactly the same as that of a descending ball-point pen. This aids the legibility of the text, the comprehensibility of the thought, the intelligibility of the phrase. For Lecoq the neutral mask was primarily a heuristic tool of discovery and never one for public performance. The mask serves to destabilize, or possibly re-stabilize, the wearer and to signal the fiction -the productive and pleasurable pretence -that the world of nature and of object can be discovered and experienced afresh without the weight of knowledge and of preconception. As a teaching tool we must place the neutral mask within Lecoq's overall project of almost 50 years teaching and research.
One the one hand this was his unending quest to understand how and why the body 
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theatre where the spoken word was but one of the languages of performance. As pedagogical means to this end Lecoq's commitment to learning somatically and haptically was a critical strategy, but never one which fetishised movement at the expense of the spoken word. Taken alongside his pleasure in the uncertainties entailed in composition and devising -'error is interesting' 48 -enabled through the iconic 'autocours' 49 and his protestation that his school was a space to allow artists to develop and understand their practice rather than an institution to "train" actors -more Bauhaus than boot camp -we can begin to see neutrality as a tactic for discovery, risk-taking and for an embodied disponibilité. My point here is that while Lecoq's school enabled, through a range of teaching strategies, a corporeal lightness, it was as much through an openness of purpose, outcome and -to paraphrase Calvino -a nimbleness of thoughtfulness 50 that he, Gaulier and Pagneux sought to create the conditions of invention for achieving lightness.
Lightness as disposition, as dramaturgical 'structure of feeling' 51 48 See Lecoq, ibid., p. 20. 49 Lecoq invented the Auto-cours session in the School's curriculum following student demands for a degree of self determination during Les Evenements of 1968 in Paris and elsewhere (which he supported).
Auto-cours became a central part of the School's work where students devised and wrote short pieces of theatre on a given theme which were performed as work in progress at the end of each week. The Lecoq School's reputation for encouraging and enabling devising skills is rooted in the auto-cours. 50 See Calvino, ibid., p. 10. the term very loosely here, but suggest that the quest for, or disposition towards, lightness might constitute an element of a contemporary structure of feeling.
In a recently published collection of essays and documents on the work of Lone in the creative practices of these figures is far from being an escape from the world, or a retreat from the often ugly -and weighty -exigencies of daily life. Rather, however, to infuse an approach to fundamentally serious material with lightness is to offer a hint of generative prefigurative behaviours and strategies which deal with the world differently
